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A M Sc in Fluid Dynamics and B Sc in Mathematics from Bristol University with over 40 years of
experience as a consultant, forensic analyst and expert witness in ship hydrodynamics, ship’s
stability (intact and dynamic), simulation and (shallow water) wave modelling.
David has particular knowledge and experience in simulation and predicting vessel responses in
wave systems, both at sea as well as in (moored) harbour conditions. He has acted as an advisor to
governments, coastal states, port authorities and large multi nationals involving design studies for
port and terminal development, mooring systems and wave-ship and ship to ship interactions.
He provided forensic analysis / expert witness services in high-profile mooring incidents, ship
stability issues and container stow collapses, such as the Baltic Leopard case, where he discussed
conclusions with the expert witness of the opposing party and the Ocean Victory case, where he
gave detailed explanations of the important aspects to the pleading Barrister, and the IJmuiden
Seaports case where he appeared as expert witness in an arbitration.
Qualifications and education
º B Sc Honours in Mathematics, University of Bristol
º M Sc Fluid Mechanics, University of Bristol.
Summary of expert experience and knowledge
º Wave modelling for sea and harbour conditions. Design criteria and simulation
º Ship-wave interaction, roll resonance studies container vessels and car carriers
º Mooring incidents
º Extreme wave analyses (Hs and Hmax) from storm and hurricane systems
º Port studies and climate studies.
Casualty / expert witness experience
David provided forensic analyst / expert witness services in high-profile mooring incidents, ship
stability issues and container stow collapses, such as:
º Ultra large container vessel Major container loss incident, North Sea. Wave modelling and
shallow water effect study as part of project study to determine roll resonance phenomena
º CMA CGM G. Washington Container loss incident North Pacific. Project study for U.S. litigation
firm to provide detailed wave modelling and wave energy calculation to explain roll resonance
phenomena at relatively low wave heights
º Hyundai Kingdom Container loss incident North Pacific. Case study for London and Japanese
law firm in preparation of litigation in Japan, wave modelling for complex hydrodynamic study to
explain extreme roll motions
º Wybelsum Container loss incident, Egypt. Case study for London-based law firm in preparation
of London arbitration. Wave modelling and data study for extreme roll motions for container
ship at anchor

º Baltic Leopard, Port Harcourt Investigation of moored bulk carrier that broke free of its
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moorings at a jetty in Port Harcourt as another ship was passing. Counter expertise on the
passing ship forces particularly accounting for the section of the river at the berth
Cosco Nagoya Container damage incident: Bay of Biscay. Establish and validate wave height
and period at the time of the incident. Determine whether Parametric Roll could have occurred
according to IMO criteria
Brazil Forensic investigation of moored bulker breaking free of its moorings at a jetty in a port
with some wave exposure. The ship was moored opposite to a larger ship that partially sheltered
it. Using Rembrandt DMA, the study accounted for the interaction between the two ships,
including sheltering
Napoleon Bonaparte Forensic study for French law firm in connection with high-profile
mooring incident in the port of Marseilles. The study involved analyses to investigation
correlation between ship motions and timing of wind variations in the port
Ocean Victory, Kashima Bay Forensic study for London-based law firm in connection with
London arbitration on the effects of long wave conditions in the port and suitability of berth
facilities
IJmuiden Seaports Expert witness for Dutch arbitration to render expert opinion on wave
conditions in relation to damage to harbour installation
Peru Wave hind cast (using SWAN) and detailed long wave propagation (using SWASH)
modelling for a LNG terminal behind a detached breakwater to assess the waves for three
different events of breaking mooring lines.
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